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SOME APPROACHES TOWARDS A HIGH EFFICIENT ROTARY COMPRESSOR 

Keiju Sakaino 

Shigeru Muramatsu 

Shigeru Shida 

Okinobu Ohinata. 
Shizuoka Works, Mitsubishi Electric Corporation 

Shizuoka-shi, JAPAN 

ABSTRACT 

The paper refers to some approaches towards the 
realization of a rolling piston type hermetic 
compressor with high efficiency for a. room air 
conditioner.and an unitary air conditioner. 
There are several loss factors which affect a. ro
tary compressor. Particularly in this paper, the 
losses which are caused in the cylinder of the 
rotary compressor have been investigated, experi
mentally in the main. 
As a. result, volumetric efficiency and compre
ssion efficiency have been greatly improved, and 
a. high efficient rotary compressor has been 
realized. 

INTRODUCTION 

A rolling piston type rotary compressor, which 
has remarkable features that are small size, 
light weight and high efficiency, has been used 
widely for a room air conditioner answering the 
request of the society, that is energy saving, in 
these days. 

So several kinds of approaches were studied for 
offering a rotary compressor with high efficiency. 
Some repor~~-~~f performance analysis for a roll
ing piston type rotary compressor were presented 
up to today. The factors of losses that cause the 
reduction of efficiency were analyzed experimen
tally or theoretically, and those are going to be 
almost clear. 

But all these were the studies of a rotary comp
ressor with small capacity for a small scale air 
conditioner, and that of a rotary compressor with 
relatively large capacity ( for example 42,000 
BTU class ) has not yet been reported. 

This paper deals with analysis and improV8ment of 
efficiency for a rolling piston type rotary comp
ressor with large capacity ( 42,000 BTU class ) 
by experiment and theory. We have analyzed losses 
on the basis of the P-V diagram obtained by th'e 
measurements of cylinder pressure and evaluated 
each efficiency of the compressor. 

Authers have developed and introduced the dis
charge valve device of new type, which is a 
rom1d valve, in a rotary compressor to obtain 
higher compression efficiency. 
It is reported in the present paper that compre
ssion efficiency has been improved greatly 

. comparing with a flat valve of old type. 
Furthermore some approaches towards higher effi
ciency were studied. These are the reduction of 
discharge and suction passage losses. 
As a result of this study, compression efficiency 
has increased from 69% to 86% comparing with a 
flat valve of common type. 
Volumetric efficiency has been also improved and 
reached 98% as an additional effect. 
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHOD 

Fig. 1 sh01~s a front cross sectional view of a 
test compressor used for the experiments. 
The test compressor was a rolling piston type 
rotary compressor of nominal output 42,000 BTU. 
Table l shows the main specifications of the test comprossor. 

··rhe measurements of pressure in the cylinder and 
suction inle·t were performed with small piezo . 
type pressure transducers and a strain gage type 
pressure transducer. The temperatures of refrige
rant gas and oil were measu~ed with thermocouples. 
A signal of crank angle was picked up and the 
motion of a crankshaft in the bearing was measur
ed with gap sensors. Gas flow rate and consump
t].on power were measured by a secondary refrige
rant compressor calorimeter. 
Table 2 shows operating conditions ASHRAE "T" ·of 
compressor. 

Table 1 Main Specifications of Test ·compressor 

Power Source 200 V - 50/60 Hz - 3 Phase 

Stroke Volume 56.9 co/rev (3.47 ou.in/rev) 

N aminal Output 42,000 BTU 
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Fig.l Cross Sectional View 

Table 2 Operating Conditions ( ASHRAE "T" ) 

Power Source 200 V - 60 Hz 

Condensing Temp. 54·4"0 ( 130" F ) 

Evaporating Temp. 7 .2' c ( 45"F ) 

Return Gas Temp, 35.o·c ( 95"F ) 

Liquid Temp. 46 .1· c ( 115" F ) entering Exp. Valve 

Ambient Temp. 35.0'c ( 95*F ) 

LOSS AHD EFFICIENCY 

Various losses are produced in the compressor. 
Classification of lose factors are shown in 
Table 3, 

Table 3 Cla.,aif:Lo .. tion of Lonll!l Faotore 

Conl!llum)')tion 
pot1er 

{

Copper 

~lotor lonn 
long IrQn lo,;~s 

b8ar1nc loa!!! 

{
Rollin~ p!oton 

B~~rinc- loaa 
111f)chanio&l Thruat 1om• 

""" 
l·totor 
ou"tptr\ 

IJJdiOBted 
work 

VanEt tip lof:ia 

Va.ne eid.e lc;~~e 

Adia.ba.tic work 

Ovarnhooting 
loeA 

UndAr~hoot in,; 
lruuz 

Ree:rpano!on 
l0$B 

Jli!l&t lOBIS 

( ;noludin& 
le~l<age loso) 

Each of efficiency is defined in this paper as 
follows. 

Motor 'lm,. Motor output ( 1) efficiency Coneumtion power 

Mechanical 
711e = 

Indica·ted work (2) efficiency Motor output 

Compression 
~e 

Theoretical adiabatic worlc 
efficiency Indicated work 

( 3) 

Compressor efficiency Tl - n · n . 71 (4) 
/corn- l111 J~~te lc 

Volumetric 
efficiency 

n Actual gas flow 
·rv '" 'l'heoretical gas flow (5) 

These were obtained mainly by the experiments in 
this paper. On the other hand, theoretical ana
lysis that estimated the improvement -of effici
ency was studied too, compared with the results 
of the e:)Cperiments and the applicability of it 
Nas confirmed. 

Motor Efficiency 

It ~ras obtained by motor test and calorimeter 
test. 

Mechanical Loss 

'rotal mechanical loss was obtained by the follo~r
j_ng equation. Each of mechanical loss was theore
tica.lly analyzed. 

L-me=Lc·1m- Li. = Lm-L.: ( 6} 

Indj.oa.ted Work 

It was calculated on the basis of the P-V diagram 
( Fig.2 ) obtained by the experiments. 

lt =fP dV (7) 

Theoretical Adiabatic Wo;rk 

It was calculated by the following equation. 

L _ Ga;Ai - ~ __!l_ RV. lt.& ~ 1} N A 
Qd - o.s6 - ~n- 1 s "l\Psr- 6o ( 8) 

Overshooting Loss and Undershooting Loss 

V1 

Ldis == J ( P- R! )dv 
v<-" 

(9) 

Lsvc=j\Ps-P)dV 
Vc.t 

(io) 

Overshooting loss and undershooting loss were 
experimentally obtained using the above equations. 
Those were theoretically also analyzed by the 
characteristic method for expectation of the 
improvement. 

neexpansion Loss 

fieexpansion loss is the noneffective work ·to com
press residual gas in clearance volume again. 
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It was calculated by the following equations. 

LIPs = Ps { (y, .. V.;~f' 11)/(V~+ VcJ f- Ps ( u) 

LTor=[ 11~ 1 (Ps+t!fs)\'s(P"~'-I)tLIPs"fs}~A-Lad (12) 

·nea·b Loss 

"!!eat loss is produced by heat transfer and leakage in the process of both suction and compression in the cylinder. It was experimentally 
obtained by the following equation. 

(U) 

1.0 

I 
0~·------~~--~--------~~~ Ya v, Volume :Ys·~ 

Fig. 2 P-V Diagram Vz 

EXPER IMEN ~·s 

Comparison of a Round Valve with a Flat Valve 

The discharge valve widely applied for a compressor is a flat valve. Fig. 3-1 shows a typical construction of the discharge valve device with a flat vaive. There is usually one discharge port in this construction. 

The discharge port diameter will have to be larger to be used in a compressor with large capacity, which has much gas flow rate. 
But it will sometimes be impossible structurally to make a large discharge port corresponding to capacity. Even if the discharee port could be made large, clearance volume would increase as it. Compression efficiency and volumet;ic efficiency will decrease consequently. As valve thickness inevitably increases to ensure the reliability, overshooting loss due to valve delay increases. 

Round Valve for Discharge 

Authers have developed and introduced the discharge valve device of new type, that is a round valve, in a rolling piston type rotary compressor instead of a flat valve. 

ylinder 
Flg,3-t Construction of Flat Valve 

Valve 
Stopper 

Round-4--,'.:~ 
Valve 

Fig.3-z Construction of Round Valve 

Fig.4 Schematic View 
of Valve·Setting 

'Fig. 3-2 shows a construction of the discharge valve device with a round valve. Fig. 4 shows how to be assembled in the cylinder. 
The features of a round valve are as follows. 

1. It is easy to make the discharge port area 
wide without large clearance volume. 

2. Overshooting loss reduces to make gas flow smooth. 
3. As a result of the above features, compression <:!fficiency and volumetric eff:i.cienoy are improved. 

The features mentioned above are more remarkable under the conditions of much gas flow above all. 

Results of Experiments 

F'ig. 5 shows the measured cylinder pressure comparing a round valve with a flat valve. A large difference between them is apparently found. 

Each of efficiency \~as calculated using the equations (1)-(13) on the basis of the P-V diagram ob-t<tined by the measurements of cylinder pressure and crank angle. 
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Fig. 6 shows comparison of efficiency. Compre
ssion efficiency is improved as is evident from 
Fig. 6 . Fig.·7 shows the ratio of losses to 
consumption power of a flat valve in this measu
rementa. 

-tl a.2.5 
~ .._.. 
CIJ .... 
::J 
U) 
U) 
Q.l 
'-a. 

2.0 

1f lo/2 2K 
crank angle (rad.) 

Fig. 5 Measured Pressure 

Motor 
Elllclency 

· Mechanlcgl 
Ellichmcy 

50 100 
("/.) 

Fig.6 Comparison of Efficiency 

FJgl 
VQ(ve 

Round 
VgiYe 

I 

L..., 
l9 
I 

Mc\ot L,. L.l;s Lnr loss· +Lh 

17.2"1. ~6 7.8 120 

/,,/ 
~g~~· ll.o. 
15.1'/, ~9 5/. .~ 

Fig. 7 Ratio of Loss 

FRICTION LOSS ANALYSIS 

L..t 

52,5'/, 

Ln4 

56.0'/. 

/ 
Lc 

Lc 
00'1. I 

stn 

Total mechanical loss was e~perimentally obtained 
by the equation (6), Each of mechanical loss 
(friction loss) waa theoretically analyzed, after 
the equilibrium equations of forces shown in 
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 were solved. 

ROLLING 
PISTON Fig. 9 ·Forces acting 

on Vane 
Fig.S Schematic View 

and Moment acting on 
Rolling Piston 

Loss at Vane Tip 

Sliding veloci'ty at vane tip and angular velocity 
of rollinrr piston were obtained by solving nume
rically the following equations~»(&) 

Irwr "=Me- rFt- Mb 
cos8 

lf = t"Wr"~"ew.:~ 

Friction loss at vane tip was obtained by the 
following equation. 

Loss at Vane Side 

( 14) 

(15) 

( 16) 

Friction loss at vane side was obtained by the 
following equation. 

:m 
A J '· d Lvs = 2rr ( F, t F:. )X, 9 (17) 

0 

Loss at Bearing 

Friction loss at bearing was obtained by solving 
the basic equation for journal bearing of finite 
length under fluctuating load. 'rhe basic constru
ction of journal bearing is shown·in Fig. 10. 

11here 1 
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Cr = rb- r; , 
E:~ 

c" 

h= Cr( ltEcOS8!.) 

V= ~WJ 



Fig.lO Model of Journal Bearing 

211" 

Lb= 2Arr~ Fj udeb 
b 

(20) 

Loss at Thrust 

Friction loss at thrust bearing was calculated 
considering Height of crankshaft and rotor, axial 
component of motor torque as load. 

Results of Analysis 

Sliding velocity at vane tip and angular velocity 
of rolling piston are shown as the results of 
computation in Fig. 11. 
Fig. 12 shows friction loss at vane tip and vane 
side fluctuating to angular displacement, as the 
ratio to theoretical adiabatic work. 
Theoretical total mechanical loss agreed appro:d
mately with experimental total mechanical loss 
obtained by the equation (6) as in Table 4. 

-1 

Flg.11 Sliding Velocity 
and Angular Velocity 

0 o/.1 7r 3JY'2 
crank angle(rad) 

-so 
2Jt 
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0 
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{ro.d.} 

Fig.12 Friction Loss at Vane 

Table 4 Mechanical Loss 

~ t Experimental Theoretical 

t:~ X 100 (f.) 10.5 9.6 

IMPROVEMENT OF EFFICIEHCY 

Compression efficiency was much improved with the 
round valve of new type as described before. 
At next step, more improvement of efficiency was 
investigated. The decrease of overshooting and 
undershooting was expected theoretically at first, 
and lastly confirmed experimentally. 

Theoretical Investigation 

Theorettoal investigations of overshooting and 
undershooting were made by the oharacteristio 
methol"assuming unsteady one-dimensional isentro
pic flo\~. 
Momentum equation is as follows. 

0 'dU + f'UoU + aP =O 
J ot o:x:. a:x 

Equation combtned the continuity equation and 
the energy equation is as follo\~e. 

where , p = density of gas 
u = velocity of gas 
a= sound velocity of gas 
t = time 

(21) 

(2,2) 

x = axis along discharge port or auction 
inlet 



The characteristic and compatibility equations 
corresponding to the coupled partial differential 
equations mentioned above are as follows. 

(~~ J± ~ LLtQ 

dP.t. ± pa.du± ;:::;;Q 

( 23) 

(24) 

Overshooting loss and undershooting loss 1~ere 
computed by use of the equations mentioned above 
following the means of improvement as described 
bellow. 

l. Discharge port diameter was changed to improve 
overshooting. 

2. Suctiop. inlet diameter was changed to improve 
undershooting. 

Results of Investigations for Improvement 

The results of measured and computed overshoot.ing 
are sh011n in Fig. 13. It is seen from Fig. 13. 
that the computed overshooting approximately 
agrees with the measured. 
Fig. 14 shows the measured and computed over-_ 
shooting loss corresponding to the changed dia
meter of discharge port as the ratio to theoreti
cal adiabatic work. 
Fig. 15 shm~s the measured and computed under
shooting lose corresponding to the changed dia
meter of suction inlet as the ratio to theoreti
cal adiabatic work. 

The computed loss shows a similar tendency to the 
measured. So theoretical investigations can be 
considered to be sufficient to estimate the 
improvement of efficiency in advance. 

As a result that the discharge port diameter and 
the suction inlet diameter were increased, consu
mption power decreased remarkably and each effi
ciency was improved. Experimental results with 
the improved specifications, which are the dis
charge port diameter of 9 mm (0.354 in.) and 
the suction inlet diameter of 19.8 mm (0.78 in.), 
are shown in Fig. 16 and Fig. i7·. 
Fig. 16 shows the ratio of improved lose to con
sumption power of a flat valve. 
Fig. 17 shows eaoh of improved efficiency. 
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Fig.17 Comparison of Efficiency 

CONCLUSION 

Some approaches towards a high efficient rotary 
compressor of rolling piston type for a room air 
conditioner and an unitary air condi·tioner were 
studied in this paper. 

Those are summarized as follows. 
1. Efficiency of a rotary compressor '"Ti th large 

capacity ( 42,000 BTU class ) was analyzed, 
and improvement of it was studied experimenta
lly and ·theoretically. 

2. A round valve of new type for discharge which 
were developed and introduced in a rotary com
pressor instead of a flat valve improved eacll 
efficiency, compression efficiency above all. 

3. Mechanical loss was theoretically analyzed, 
and it relatively agreed with the measured. 

4. Theoretical analyses of overshooting loss and 
undershooting loss were carried out by the 
characteristic method. 
Those were sufficient to estimate improvement 
of efficiency in advance. 

5· As a result of decreasing overshooting and 
undershooting, compression efficiency was 
improved to 86% in this investigation,and 
E.E.R reached 10.9 • 

Improvement of motor was not investigated in this 
paper. 
A·t the end, we would spare no efforts to study 
a higher efficient rotary compressor including 
improvement of mo-tor in succession for the future. 

NOMEN C LA'rURE 

~ ..... ~ motor efficiency 

1(,_(1 ~ mechanical efficiency 

1c ~ compression efficiency 

~""""' compressor efficiency 

~y volumetric efficiency 

Lc consumption power 

L..,"' motor output 

Lt "' indicated ~tork 

Lod = theoretical adiabatic work 
Lme= mechanical loss 

L.:Hs = overshooting loss 

Lsuc= undershoo·ting loss 

LT•f"' reexpansion loss 
Lf, heat loss 

Go. actual gas flow 

G-tL = theoretical gas flow 
p cylinder pressure 
v cylinder volume 

Lli increment of enthalpy 

n- adiabatic exponent 

Ps suction pressure 

Pd discharge pressure 

N compressor speed (rpm) 

A 9.807Xl0>: (W/(kg-cm/sec)) 
t1 Ps = increment of suet ion pressure 
v~ 

Vet 

n 
r 

f) 
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stroke volume 

clearance volume 

cylinder radius 

rolling piston radius 

crank angle 

vane extension 
xv =(R+rv)-{(r+ry )cosQ+e-cose} 

time differential 



rv c vane tip radius 

offset angle of rollin~ piston center 
ol= siri1(e/(r+rT)xsin9) 

e = eccentricity of crank 
e=R-r 

n.,·,n~-= reaction force at vane side 

F., F.._= friction force at vane side 
F, =}'.Ro , F, ';IJ.fi.._ 

p = coefficient of friction 

k coefficient of vane spring 

mr mass of vane 

Ip moment of inertia of rolling piston 

Wp angular velocity,of rolling piston 

Mb friction moment at rolling face 

Me = friction moment at rolling piston 
bearing 

Fv reaction force at vane tip 

Ft friction force at vane tip 
Ft "'J11v 

w. = angular velocity of crankshaft 

1! sliding velocity at vane tip 

Lv friction lose a.t vane tip 

Lvs = friction loss at vane side 

e" coordinate of bearing angle 

1' c attitude angle of bearing 

t directional angle of bearing 

Wj angular velocity of journal 

w~ = angular velocity of bearing 

z = coordinate of bearing length 

l viscosity of lubricating oil 

Lb friction loss at bearing 

F' oil pressure in bearing 

R~ bearing radius 

rj = journal radiue 

L bearing length 

e; ecoentrici·ty of ,iournal 

Wit)= bearing load 

load 
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